Magnetic aqueous two-phase separation: a new technique to increase rate of phase-separation, using dextran-ferrofluid or larger iron oxide particles.
A new technique to speed up the phase separation of aqueous two-phase systems is described. The technique is based on the addition of magnetically susceptible additives (ferrofluids or iron oxide particles). In a magnetic field such additives will induce a faster phase separation. In one approach, dextran-stabilized ferrofluid was added to an aqueous two-phase system containing polyethylene glycol and dextran. The ferrofluid was totally partitioned to the dextran phase. After mixing of the two-phase system, it was possible to reduce the separation time by a factor of 35 by applying a magnetic field to the system. Another approach involved the use of 1-micron iron oxide particles instead of ferrofluid. In this case also, the phase-separation time was reduced, by a factor of about 70, when the system was placed in a magnetic field. The addition of ferrofluid and/or iron oxide particles was shown to have no influence on enzyme partitioning or on enzyme activity. The partitioning of chloroplasts, on the other hand, was influenced unless the ferrofluid used had been treated with epoxysilane. A column system comprising 15 magnetic separation stages was constructed and was used for semicontinuous separation of enzyme mixtures.